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 Introduction
It is dicult in the theory of dynamical systems to draw a boundary line between con
servation laws and symmetries because often their eects on the dynamics can be almost
the same An important example can be the case of motions in Hamiltonian and reversible
systems For instance it is wellknown that the KolmogorovArnoldMoser theory applies
in both type of systems see 	 
 	
 		 In the theory of Hamiltonian systems we also
have the Nekhoroshev theorem  that leads to the concept of eective stability
In this paper we present a procedure to put in normal form a nearlyintegrable re
versible system not necessarily a Hamiltonian system Furthermore nonresonant stabil
ity estimates are obtained As an application we discuss the case of n harmonic oscillators
with frequencies satisfying Diophantine conditions We will consider only linear reversibil
ity because it appears often in Hydrodynamics Thermodynamics Fluid Mechanics and
Electromagnetism
Given a linear involution R of R
n
 we will say that a dynamical system is Rreversible
or simply reversible if it is invariant under the transformationX  RX  t  t where
X  R
n
 In other words we can say that an autonomous system

X  FX is reversible
if it veries F  tuF  where the functional operator tu is dened as tuF  R  F R
Note that an important dierence between reversible systems and Hamiltonian systems is
that we have no energy conservation in the rst ones
 Normal Forms via the Lie series method
We seek for a suitable transformation  that brings our vector eld F into a normal form
F

 

F preserving the reversible character Let us consider autonomous systems of
the form

X  SX with X  R
n
 and satisfying the condition S  tuS Then the
mapping dened as the ow at time t of this kind of systems 
S
t
 is a transformation that
keeps the reversible character invariant We will call them reversible transformations and
we will work with 
S
 
S
t
 We construct the successive transformations with the help
of the Lie series method for vector elds as in  A wellknown obstruction to the pass
to normal form is found on the resonances or near them Given a module M  Z
n
we
have the resonant manifold associated to it S
M
 fI  G  k  I   k  Mg We
say that a function gI  is in normal form with respect to M of degree K if its Fourier

series expansion in the angular variables has the form
gI  
X
kM jkj

K
g
k
I e
ik

where jkj


P
n
i
jk
i
j and k  k

 k

     k
n
  Z
n
 Then we express it by writing
f  RM KWe say that a vector eld FI   RM K if each one of its components
belongs to RM K
Now we describe briey the iterative process that leads our reversible vector eld
FI  to normal form First of all we restrict our F to a subset G  G where we
can assume the frequency set G is nonresonant modulo M up to order K We start
with FI   I  ZI   RI  where I   I and Z  RM K
The transformation  leading our vector eld to normal form is composed by reversible
transformations 

 

    as described before At the step q we have then F
q


q

F    Z
q
 R
q
 with 
q
 

 

   
q
and 
q

F  D
q


 
F  
q
 To describe easily an step of the iterative process we write F  Z  R

Z 

R and
 instead of F
q
 Z
q
 R
q
 Z
q
 R
q
and 
q
 Now following the Lie series
method for vector elds we can consider  as the ow at unit time of an autonomous
system

X  SX verifying S  tuS that we know is a reversible transformation This
leads to 

F    Z  R  S  r

S  r

Z  RS where we have dened
r
m
G T  
P
km
	
k
L
k
T
G with L
T
G  G T   DT G  DGT being the Lie bracket
Thus we seek for Z  RM K and S solving the equation
S Z  R
K
 	
where R
K

P
jkj

K
R
k
I e
ik
 The solution of this equation in terms of Fourier
coecients is standard So the new vector eld can be written as

F  

Z 

R with

Z  Z Z  RM K

R  R
K
 r

S  r

Z RS
where we write R
K
 RR
K

 Norms for functions and vector elds
In order to obtain estimates for the successive remainders we need to dene norms for the
vector elds and functions used during the iterative process
We consider I  with I  B

 R
n
   T
n
 Then given U  u 	  R
n
where
u  u u     u u   	  	 	     	 and   
I
 

  R

nfg
n
we dene a
complex neighborhood of B

	T
n
as D

 D

B

  B

I
	 V
n


 where    U  being
     R and
B

I


I

B

fI  C  jI
j
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
j
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I
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

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where j  j denotes the Euclidean norm For g  C
n
 C  we dene jgj

I
 sup
IB

I
jgIj
and for an analytic function g  C
n
	T
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 C  and   
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 

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In this way if F  D

 B

I
	V
n


 C
n
is an analytic vector eld F  F f we write
jjjFjjj

 jjjFjjj

 maxfjjjF jjj

 jjjf jjj

g where jjjF jjj


	
u
max
jn
kF
j
k

and
jjjf jjj

 max
jn
kf
j
k

 Also if F  D

 C
n
we consider the norm jjjFjjj


jjjFjjj

 sup
ID

jFI j
Remark  From now on we will write k  k

and jjj  jjj

to express k  k

and jjj  jjj


respectively
Then one has the following estimates
Lemma  Let F  F f an analytic vector eld on D

 B

I
	 V
n


and 	 such that
  	   	  	U  	u 	 u  	 Assume that jjjFjjj

 	 Then
a The ow at unit time associated to F  
F

 D

 D

 is an analytic dieomor
phism and veries jjj
F

 idjjj

 


jjjFjjj

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
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
n Also if G is a vector
eld analytic on D

 then 
F



G is analytic on D

and it can be represented by
its Lie series
b Assume that jjjFjjj


	



 Then for any integer m   the following bound holds
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
X
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
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
 The iterative process
In this section we obtain estimates for one step of the procedure presented in section 

Given a module M an integer K and 
   we say that a subset L  R
n
is 
K
nonresonant modulo M if
jk  vj  
 k Z
n
nM jkj

 K v  L
Proposition  Let I ZI  and RI  be vector elds real analytic on D


D

G where I   I and Z  RM K Assume that G is 
Knonresonant
modulo M and that



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
I





I
 M  
I




MK
 Then the vector elds Z and S which
solve the equation 	 are both real analytic on D

 and the following bounds hold
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Theorem  Iterative Lemma Let FI   I  ZI   RI  real analytic
reversible on D

 where I   I and Z  RM K Assume that G is 
K
nonresonant modulo M and


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
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


I
 M  Let   	   such that 	  	
I
 	

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 	 and let A dened as in  Assume

I
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Then there exists a real analytic reversible transformation 
S

 D



G  D

G such
that 
S


F  

Z 

R with

Z  RM K and one has the following bounds
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	 Stability estimates
 ESTIMATES FOR THE NORMAL FORM
Theorem  Normal Form Theorem Let FI   I  ZI   RI  real
analytic reversible on D

 where I   I and Z  RM K Assume that G
is 
Knonresonant modulo M and
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I
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ned as in 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
I
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Then there exists a real analytic reversible transformation   D

G  D

G such
that 

F   Z

R

with Z

 RM K and that veries
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Remark  This result is essentially equivalent to the analogous one in  for the Hamil
tonian case
 NONRESONANT STABILITY ESTIMATES
We will apply these results to the case of a perturbation of n harmonic oscillators with
frequencies satisfying Diophantine conditions First we present the estimates in the non
resonant general case
Lemma  Let FI   IZI RI  real analytic reversible on D

 D

G
where I   I and Z  RM K Assume that G is 
Knonresonant mod
ulo  and
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Then for every trajectory It t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Theorem  Let FI   I 
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